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Confiserie Burg Lauenstein GmbH

Art. No. 68130 Lauensteiner® Lantenhammer
chocolate and truffle specialities
The Lantenhammer Liqueur and Brandy Selection Discover the latest taste
sensations from the unique collaboration between the Lantenhammer Distillery
and the Lauenstein Confiserie! Our new varieties combine traditional truffles and
pralines with innovative ideas and a love for exclusive creations. The
Lantenhammer liqueur and fine brandy selection presents a tempting variety of
the finest spirits made from apricots, Williams Christ pears, wild raspberries and
sour cherries and a hazelnut spirit. These liqueurs are harmoniously combined in a
heavenly, creamy filling. Enjoy 130g of pure pleasure in a 5-fold selection.

Art. No. 68131 Lauensteiner® Rumult truffle
specialities
The Lauenstein Confiserie is known for its love of chocolate and its expertise in
producing high-quality, exotic praline creations that delight gourmets from all over
the world. The latest masterpieces from the Lauenstein Chocolatiers are the
RUMULT Signature truffles, which are covered in dark chocolate and are
characterized by the use of the RUMULT Signature Cask Selection 43% and the
RUMULT Bavarian Liqueur Pineapple, which are fermented and double distilled in
the traditional Upper Bavarian distillery LANTENHAMMER. The RUMULT Bavarian
Liqueur Pineapple is then refined with natural pineapple notes to offer a unique
rum experience. 130g - 2 times assorted. Measures: 130 x 205 x 30 mm Content: 8
pieces, 5 and 2 flavours, 130g

Art. No. 18791 Lauensteiner® Tea leaves gift tin,
without alcohol
Surprise your family and friends with a “special kind of tea break”. Our “tea leaf gift
tin” is a highlight for all tea lovers. The high-quality, refined metal box is filled with
9 different, naturally flavoured chocolate tea leaves, such as Matcha Lime,
Morgentau®, Chai Latte, Rooibos Orange, Earl Grey, Turmeric Latte, so name but a
few – a visually and culinary treat. Measures: 176 x 176 x 18mm Content: 9 pieces,
9 flavours, 90g
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Art. No. 0118 Lauensteiner® Platinum XXL
Gold and slate – the refined gourmet collection Wrapped in elegant gray, coated in
pure gold. This is Lauensteiner® Platinum, the refined gourmet collection.
Packaged in Italian fine paper boxes by manufacturer Fedrigoni® and available in
five sizes. The XXL version contains almost 1.000 grams of outstanding praline art
in an elegant box. Measures: diameter 440 x 265 x 37 mm Content: 1 piece, 33
flavours, 870g

Art. No. 1422 Lauensteiner® Heartbeat
A selection of our finest, handmade heart truffles and chocolate specialities in a
luxurious package with transparent lid. Measures: diameter 140 x 140 x 27 mm
Content: 6 pieces, 6 flavours, 125g
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